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walter monroe fitch

May 21, 1929–March 10, 2011

By  francisco j .  ayala

walter monroe fitCh was born on may 21, 1929, in san 
diego, california, where he attended primary and 

secondary school. he went to the University of california, 
Berkeley, where he received an a.B. in chemistry (195�) and 
a Ph.d. in comparative biochemistry (1958). after a series of 
postdoctoral appointments, in 1962 he joined the department 
of Physiological chemistry at the University of wisconsin 
medical school in madison, where he was an assistant 
professor (september 1962-august 1967), associate professor 
(september 1967-august 1972), and professor (september 
1972-september 1986). he was a visiting professor, Popula-
tion Genetics laboratory, University of hawaii honolulu 
(september 197�-july 1974); visiting professor, department 
of earth and space sciences, University of california, los 
angeles (august 1981-july 1982); and visiting professor, 
department of mathematics, University of southern cali-
fornia, los angeles (january-june 1985).

in 1986 walter returned to his native california as a 
professor in the department of Biological sciences at the 
University of southern california, los angeles. three years 
later he moved to the department of ecology and evolu-
tionary Biology at the University of california, irvine (Uci), 
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where he was a professor from 1989 until 2009 and professor 
emeritus until 2011.

in the second half of the first decade of the 2000s walter’s 
health deteriorated owing to various ailments, leading to his 
retirement in 2009, although he continued to come to his 
office and to write. he passed away peacefully in his sleep 
in the early morning of march 10, 2011. the family held a 
memorial service at Uci’s University club on april 8, 2011. 
Uci’s school of Biological sciences held a memorial on may 
26, 2011, at the Beckman center of the national academies 
in irvine. walter fitch is survived by his wife, chung cha, 
formerly Ziesel; two daughters; one son; two stepdaughters; 
and seven grandchildren. 

walter fitch is acknowledged as the founder of the 
discipline of molecular phylogenetics, the reconstruction 
of evolutionary phylogeny using molecular data, which is 
now an enormously active field of research and publication, 
perhaps the most intensely used method of ascertaining the 
evolutionary history of living organisms and the one method 
that can incorporate all sorts of organisms, from bacteria and 
protozoa to plants and animals, using a single, all-encom-
passing trait, a chosen dna sequence or protein molecule. 
thus, fitch also counts as one of the earlier pioneers of 
the now enormous field of molecular evolution, currently 
represented by scores of journals and treatises, thousands 
of scholarly papers, dozens of academic departments and 
hundreds of courses in universities and other institutions of 
higher learning, and thousands of research scientists.

walter’s early publications, up to 1964, are in biochem-
istry, such as three papers published in 1959 and 1960 in the 
Journal of Biological Chemistry concerning glycolytic enzyme 
activities in the liver of normal and diabetic rats, and three 
papers published in 1961 in the Archives of Biochemistry and 
Biophysics focused on glucose and dietary metabolism also 
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in rats. all but one of these papers have fitch as the first 
author but include i. l. chaikoff, his postdoctoral mentor, 
as coauthor. after becoming an assistant professor at the 
University of wisconsin, fitch changed his research topics. 
first, there is a series of three papers with fitch as sole author, 
on “studies on a cholinesterase of Pseudomonas fluorescens 
i, ii, and iii,” published in Biochemistry and the Journal of 
Biological Chemistry in 196� and 1964. then there is a radical 
shift from biochemistry to molecular evolution, represented 
by five papers, four of them single authored, published 
between 1964 and 1966, on subjects such as nucleotide codon 
sequences, amino acid composition in phages, gene duplica-
tion, and evolutionary homology, three of them published 
in the Journal of Molecular Biology, one in Virology, and one 
in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences U. S. A. 
the subject of molecular evolution would overwhelmingly 
remain his predominant research subject for the remaining 
45 years of his life.

molecUlar PhyloGeny

in january 1967 walter m. fitch and emanuel margo-
liash published “construction of Phylogenetic trees” in 
Science, a paper that may well be considered the founding 
document of molecular phylogenetics and one that would 
forever affect the way biologists reconstruct the phylogeny 
of living species. Based on the amino acid sequence of a 
small protein, cytochrome C, fitch and margoliash had, 
astonishingly, constructed a phylogenetic tree of 20 very 
diverse species, from yeast, through insects, fish, reptiles, 
birds, and mammals, to humans, a tree that was “remarkably 
like the classical phylogenetic tree that has been obtained 
from purely biological data” (fitch and margoliash, 1967, 
p. 279). the tree encompassed more than 1 billion years of 
evolution, from their last common ancestor to the 20 living 
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species. the possibilities were astounding: organisms carry 
thousands of genes and proteins, every one recording the 
same evolutionary history. one and another and another 
gene or protein could be studied so as to achieve as much 
precision as wanted in a phylogeny. in order to determine 
the phylogeny fitch and margoliash formulated the minimal 
“mutation distance,” an “analytical method [that] has general 
applicability” (fitch and margoliash, 1967, p. 279), subject 
to quantification and statistical analysis.

there were important antecedents. dna, rna, and 
proteins had been called “information macromolecules” 
(Vogel et al., 196�) because they convey evolutionary infor-
mation in the linear sequence of their nucleotide or amino 
acid components, similarly as the sequence of letters in an 
english text conveys semantic information. Zuckerkandl and 
Pauling (1965), among others, had noticed that the number 
of component differences between homologous molecules 
obtained from different organisms seemed to be proportional 
to the time elapsed since the evolutionary divergence of 
the species, or in the case of paralogous genes—genes that 
arise by duplication—since the time a gene duplication may 
have occurred. in their investigation, focused primarily on 
different hemoglobin polypeptides from the same or different 
species, Zuckerkandl and Pauling had postulated that most 
nucleotide or amino acid replacements would be adaptively 
neutral and “there may thus exist a molecular evolutionary clock” 
(Zuckerkandl and Pauling, 1965, p. 148, their emphasis).

But the emergence of molecular phylogenies as a major 
field of study can be traced to the 1967 publication of 
fitch and margoliash’s paper in Science mentioned above. 
margoliash, a distinguished biochemist at the abbott labo-
ratories in north chicago, had obtained for several species 
the amino acid sequence of cytochrome C, a small protein 
involved in cell respiration, consisting of about 104 amino 
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acids. in collaboration with walter, margoliash extended the 
sequences to a total of 20 extremely diverse species, as noted 
above. the reconstruction, using only one small protein, of 
the evolutionary history of a set of species that had shared 
their last common ancestor more than 1 billion years ago was 
a remarkable outcome. the paper introduced the method 
of “mutation distances” as an algorithm to reconstruct the 
evolutionary history of species, based on a distance matrix that 
included the number of amino acid differences among the 
aligned protein sequences of all pairs of the 20 species.

in the ensuing years and beyond, walter would formulate 
additional concepts, computer algorithms, and statistically 
reliable methods of wide applicability in the investigation 
of molecular evolution. we owe to walter useful concepts 
such as “covarions” (concomitantly variable codons), neutral 
mutation, rate of fixation of nucleotide replacements, ortholo-
gous versus paralogous genes, molecular convergence versus 
divergence, minimal mutation distance, parsimony, and 
much more. the Science paper and walter’s ensuing contri-
butions largely account for the rapid expansion of molecular 
evolution studies, which now account for a sizeable parcel 
of evolutionary research, particularly concerning molecular 
phylogeny, rates of evolution and the molecular clock. a rush 
of publications followed that paper, for example, some notable 
contributions of motoo Kimura: “evolutionary rate at the 
molecular level” (1968), “the rate of molecular evolution 
considered from the standpoint of Population Genetics” 
(1969), and (with tomoko ohta) “Protein Polymorphism 
as a Phase of molecular evolution” (1971).

walter’s contributions to the conceptual and methodolog-
ical development of molecular evolution extended throughout 
his career, with a bibliography consisting of more than 180 
peer-reviewed papers. one long paper, published in 1970, 
chock-full of new ideas, precisely defined terms, algorithms, 
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and specific methodologies, is “the Usefulness of amino acid 
and nucleotide sequences in evolutionary studies” (fitch 
and margoliash, 1970) in 1971 walter published “towards 
defining the course of evolution: minimum change for a 
specific tree topology” (fitch, 1971), designated a citation 
classic by Current Contents.

molecUlar clocK

Paleontology, comparative anatomy, biogeography, and 
other traditional disciplines continue to be used in the recon-
struction of phylogeny, and they have distinctive advantages 
for certain purposes, notably paleontology for the investiga-
tion of the morphology, distribution, and other character-
istics of extinct species. But molecular evolutionary studies 
have three notable advantages over classical disciplines. 
one is quantification, because the molecular information is 
readily quantifiable. the number of units (nucleotides or 
amino acids) that are different is easily established when 
the sequence of units is known for a given macromolecule 
in different organisms. it is simply a matter of aligning the 
nucleotides or amino acids between two or more species and 
counting the differences. the second advantage is universality, 
because comparisons can be made between very different 
sorts of organisms. there is very little that paleontology or 
comparative anatomy can say when, for example, organisms as 
diverse as yeasts, pine trees, and human beings are compared, 
but there are numerous dna and protein sequences that can 
be compared in all three. the third advantage is multiplicity. 
each organism possesses thousands of genes and proteins, 
every one of which reflects the same evolutionary history. if 
the investigation of one particular gene or protein does not 
satisfactorily resolve the evolutionary relationships of a set 
of species, additional genes and proteins can be investigated 
until the matter has been settled.
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a theory that emerged early in the field asserts that molec-
ular evolution may be used as a molecular clock of evolution, 
a method to determine the time of past evolutionary events, 
including the times in remote history when two species or 
groups of species diverged from one another, or when a new 
species or group may have emerged. the underlying construct 
was the observation that some—perhaps a majority—nucleo-
tides in dna sequences or amino acids in proteins may not 
affect function and, thus, might not be subject to natural 
selection. such nucleotides or amino acids are called “neutral” 
and, according to the molecular clock theory, are expected 
to have evolved at stochastically constant rates, that is, their 
probability of replacement remains constant through time. 
the number of neutral differences between two species could 
consequently be used as a molecular clock, just as radioactive 
decay is used to measure time, precisely because radioactive 
decay occurs, for a given particular element in the periodic 
table, at a stochastically constant rate.

walter developed increasingly sophisticated methodologies 
to test the theory of the molecular clock, that is, the constancy 
of molecular evolution. notable contributions include “an 
examination of the constancy of the rate of molecular evolu-
tion” (langley and fitch, 1974) and “molecular evolutionary 
clocks” (fitch, 1976), “the estimate of total nucleotide 
substitutions from Pairwise differences is Biased” (fitch, 
1986a), and more recently “the superoxide dismutase 
molecular clock revisited” (fitch and ayala, 1994a).

walter demonstrated that the variance in the rate of 
molecular evolution was statistically larger than expected 
under the theory of the molecular clock and, thus, the 
underlying assumption of “neutral” replacements in dna 
or proteins was not correct. however, he demonstrated that 
by combining the data from several genes or proteins, the 
average number of differences observed converged to the 
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expected time since the divergence of the species investigated. 
typical of walter’s approach to science was noticing that a 
particular theory could be used to reach valuable conclusions, 
even though the theory might not be precisely correct.

inflUenZa and Vaccines

in 1986 fitch and collaborators published two papers, 
one in Science and the other in Virology, on the evolution of 
influenza viruses with the important inference that genes in 
influenza viruses evolved at largely uniform rates (Buonagurio 
et al., 1986a,b). the potential significance of this discovery 
was that the near-future evolution of influenza-causing viruses 
could be predicted, making possible the development of 
vaccines for the ensuing flu season. 

for the last two decades of his life fitch would apply his 
considerable evolutionary knowledge and skills to the same 
issue, namely, the investigation of the patterns of evolution 
of viruses of health import, particularly the influenza viruses. 
this work became all-important in the development of flu 
vaccines. the investigation of the numerous virus strains 
that evolve during each flu season allowed walter and his 
collaborators to predict which strain or strains of the virus 
would become dominant during the ensuing flu season and, 
thus, the ones to use in developing the flu vaccine. notable 
investigations, in addition to the two mentioned above, 
include “Positive darwinian evolution in human influenza 
a Viruses” published in the Proceedings of the National Academy 
of Sciences U. S. A. (fitch et al., 1991) and “the Variety of 
human Virus evolution,” in Molecular Phylogenetics and Evolu-
tion (fitch, 1996).

Particularly significant for the development of flu vaccines 
were several papers coauthored with robin m. Bush and others, 
such as a paper published in Science in 1999, “Predicting the 
evolution of human influenza a” (Bush et al., 1999) and 
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“effects of Passage history and sampling Bias in Phylogenetic 
reconstruction of human influenza a evolution” published 
in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences U. S. A. 
(Bush et al., 2000). an important collaborator in these papers 
was nancy j. cox, from the centers for disease control 
and Prevention in atlanta, the source of the influenza virus 
strains and sequences used in the phylogeny reconstruction. 
two of fitch’s last research papers, published with different 
coauthors, concerned virus evolution, “different epidemic 
Potentials of the hiV-1B and c subtypes” in the Journal of 
Molecular Evolution (salemi et al., 2005) and the influenza 
virus again, “a statistical Phylogeny of influenza a hsn1” 
in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences U. S. A. 
(wallace et al., 2007).

eVolUtion: theory and eXPeriments

the last two decades of fitch’s research career, coinciding 
with his move from wisconsin to california, were extremely 
productive, counting 80 publications out of his total output 
of 180. in addition to his research on the evolution of the flu 
and other viruses, fitch published extensively on phylogenetic 
issues, developing new algorithms or enhancing previous ones. 
examples are four papers published in 1986: “the estimate 
of total nucleotide substitutions from Pairwise differences 
is Biased” (fitch, 1986a); “Unresolved Problems in dna 
sequence analysis” (fitch, 1986b); “detecting internally 
repeated sequences and inferring the history of duplica-
tion” (fitch et al., 1986); “an estimation of the number of 
invariable sites is necessary for the accurate estimation of 
the number of nucleotide substitutions since a common 
ancestor” (fitch, 1986c). notable analytical contributions 
to phylogeny also include, among others, shoemaker and 
fitch (1989), williams and fitch (1989), fitch (1992, 1995, 
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2000), mcclure et al. (1994), miyamoto and fitch (1995a,b), 
and finkelstein et al. (1998).

fitch’s last two decades also include research publications 
on a number of molecular evolutionary subjects, including 
several with william r. atchley on the phylogeny of inbred 
strains of mice (fitch and atchley, 1987; atchley and fitch, 
1991, 199�) and other topics (atchley et al., 1994, 2000; 
atchley and fitch, 1995). during these two prolific decades, 
fitch published on issues such as the origin of the genetic 
code: “the evolution of life: an overview of the General 
Problems and a specific study of the origin of the Genetic 
code” (fitch and Upper, 1988a) and “the Phylogeny of trna 
sequences Provides evidence for ambiguity reduction in the 
origin of the Genetic code” (fitch and Upper, 1988b).

rootinG for eVolUtion and the commUnity of scientists

in 1989 shortly after his joining the department of ecology 
and evolutionary Biology at the University of california in 
irvine (Uci), walter and i embarked on the planning of 
several colloquia, sponsored by the national academy of 
sciences, intended to commemorate significant anniversa-
ries of four major books in the formulation of the modern 
theory of evolution. our purpose was to update the knowl-
edge concerning the topics broached by the four classics. in 
addition, we sought to enhance the visibility of evolutionary 
studies among the members of the national academy of 
sciences and the scientific community at large. the colloquia 
were held at the arnold and mabel Beckman center of the 
national academies, which is adjacent to the Uci campus. 
the colloquium papers were published in the Proceedings of the 
National Academy of Sciences U. S. A. (also published as separate 
books by the national academy Press). the four colloquia 
were “tempo and mode in evolution” (january 27-29, 1994) 
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commemorating the 50th anniversary of G. G. simpson’s book 
with the same title (fitch and ayala, 1994b); “Genetics and 
the origin of species” (january �0-february 1, 1997) on the 
60th anniversary of theodosius dobzhansky’s classic book 
with the same title (ayala and fitch, 1997); “Variation and 
evolution in Plants and microorganisms” (january 27-29, 
2000) on the 50th anniversary of G. l. stebbins’s Variation 
and Evolution in Plants (ayala et al., 2000); and december 
16-18, 2004, just a few months before ernst mayr passed 
away, at 100 years of age, and 62 years after publication of 
his classic book with the same title, “systematics and the 
origin of species” (hey et al., 2005). 

the contributions of walter m. fitch to science go beyond 
his research and scientific publications and include a major 
role in the development of the molecular evolution commu-
nity of scientists. in 198� fitch became the first editor in chief 
of the newly founded journal Molecular Biology and Evolution, 
one of the most visible and important journals dedicated to 
molecular evolution. fitch was editor in chief for its first 10 
years, from december 198� (volume 1, number 1) through 
july 199� (volume 10, number 4). in the “introductory 
statement” explaining the scope and justification of a new 
journal, walter called attention to the journal’s title, which 
included and, not or, “that is, a paper must contain material 
about macromolecules and about their evolutionary implica-
tions.” Molecular Biology and Evolution’s record of significant 
publications starts with the very first issue, which included 
papers by nobel laureate m. f. Perutz, “species adaptation 
in a Protein molecule,” and by distinguished evolutionists, 
such as john c. avise, howard ochman, robert K. selander, 
motoo Kimura, wen-hsiung li, takashi Gojobori, Barry 
G. hall (who would become editor starting in september 
199�), and by fitch himself (“evolution of antibiotic resis-
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tance Genes: the dna sequence of a Kanamycin resistance 
Gene from Staphylococcus aureus,” in collaboration with Gary 
s. Gray).

walter fitch was the first president of the society for 
molecular Biology and evolution. established in january 199�, 
the society has met annually ever since. one feature at the 
annual meeting is the walter m. fitch symposium, a forum 
for young investigators. the walter m. fitch award was estab-
lished to honor the best presentation at the symposium. 

fitch was a longtime member of the national center 
for science education (ncse), dedicated to defending the 
teaching of evolution in public schools. he participated at 
various times in the center’s activities. he was a member of 
the working group that wrote Evolution, Science, and Society: 
Evolutionary Biology and the National Research Agenda (national 
science foundation, 1998) and contributed “evolution is 
a fact” to Evolutionary Science and Society: Educating a New 
Generation (fitch, 2005). in 2002 he delivered the plenary 
address at the meeting of the southern california academy 
of sciences on “creation science: an oxymoron.” he occa-
sionally engaged in public debates with creationists. at the 
University of california, irvine, he taught for years a course 
for nonbiology majors on “creation and evolution.” at the 
time of his death he was finishing the book Logic, Rhetoric, 
and Science: And Why Creationism Fails at All Three, which is 
expected to be published in 2012 by the University of cali-
fornia Press.

after his election to the national academy of sciences 
in 1989, he repeatedly served on the class ii membership 
committee as either representative of section 27, “Popula-
tion, Biology, evolution, and ecology,” for each of four 
years, 1995-1998, or a member-at-large, 199� and 1994. he 
was chair of section 27, 1995-1998.
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recoGnition and honors

walter fitch received distinguished honors throughout 
his career, including election to the three most honorific 
societies for scientists in the United states: the national 
academy of sciences in 1989; the american academy of 
arts and sciences in 1991; and the american Philosophical 
society in 2000. fitch was elected a foreign member of the 
linnean society (london) in 1994, and received a doctor 
honoris causa degree from north carolina state University in 
2001. other honors include marker lecturer, Pennsylvania 
state University, 1996; wilhelmine e. Key invitational lecture, 
american Genetic association, 1999; and the outstanding 
scientist award, center for the study of evolution and the 
origin of life, University of california, los angeles, 2001.

in 2005 walter fitch was awarded the Uci medal, the 
greatest distinction awarded by the University of california. 
Uci also recognized him with the distinguished faculty award 
for research in 1998. the walter m. fitch symposium held 
yearly since 199� at the annual meeting of the society for 
molecular Biology and evolution, and the walter m. fitch 
award presented each year are two ways that the society 
seeks to honor him.

Personal reminiscences

walter and i first met in late june 1969. theodosius 
dobzhansky, the eminent evolutionist, and i were driving 
across the country from new york to california to the mather 
station of the carnegie institution near the entrance to 
yosemite national Park, where we would do field research 
with Drosophila flies in the sierra nevada mountains. one 
stop along the way was madison, where we wanted to visit 
with two or three scientists at the University of wisconsin. 
one of them was fitch.
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walter fitch and emanuel margoliash had published 
in 1967 in Science, as mentioned above, “construction of 
Phylogenetic trees,” a paper that—as dobzhansky had told 
me when all excited he walked into my lab at rockefeller 
University the morning he received the january 20, 1967, 
issue of Science—“would impact forever the way in which we 
reconstruct the phylogenies of living species.”

more recently fitch and margoliash had written, at 
dobzhansky’s invitation, a long paper, “the Usefulness 
of amino acid and nucleotide sequences in evolutionary 
studies” (1970), still in press at the time of our visit, where 
they belabored their methods and a variety of useful concepts, 
such as “covarions” (concomitantly variable codons), neutral 
mutations, rate of fixation of nucleotide replacements, 
convergence versus divergence, and more. we wanted to 
meet walter, this incisive evolutionist genius, as we saw him, 
then an assistant professor in the department of Physiological 
chemistry at the University of wisconsin-madison.

in 1975 i organized a symposium entitled “molecular study 
of Biological evolution,” sponsored by the society for the 
study of evolution and the american society of naturalists, 
held at the University of california, davis, on june 17 and 18. 
the papers were published as chapters in a book, Molecular 
Evolution (ayala, 1976), eventually reprinted in english and 
translated into foreign languages. the early chapters dealt 
with molecular variation in populations; chapters 6 to 1� with 
variation between populations. walter authored chapter 10, 
“molecular evolutionary clocks” (fitch, 1976, pp. 160-178), 
where with his distinctive analytical acumen fitch introduced 
to the field of molecular evolution concepts such as measur-
ability, reliability, reciprocity, and regularity. walter stayed in 
davis for several days, attending talks, while we also shared 
meals, talked a lot with each other, and developed what 
would become a lasting friendship.
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over the next decade walter and i frequently met at 
scientific meetings and other events in the United states 
and abroad. in 1986 walter moved from the University of 
wisconsin to the University of southern california in los 
angeles. in the fall of 1987 i moved from davis to the rela-
tively new campus of the University of california in irvine, 
some 45 miles from Usc. shortly thereafter, in 1988, walter 
invited me to give a seminar at Usc, and i used the occasion 
to begin the process of persuading walter to move to Uci. 
over the next several months he repeatedly visited Uci, where 
he was appointed professor in the department of ecology 
and evolutionary Biology, starting on september 1, 1989, a 
position he held until his retirement in june 2009.

other important events in walter’s life happened in 
1989. in april he was elected to the national academy of 
sciences of the U.s.a. on september 9 he married chung  
cha (formerly Ziesel) in a private ceremony on the front 
patio of the fairly new Beckman center of the nas, at the 
edge of the Uci campus. hana, my wife, and i were the 
witnesses. we had known chung cha for more than a year. 
she already was, as she continues to be, our intimate and 
cherished friend.

at Uci walter taught and his scientific accomplishments 
continued to blossom in number and significance, as earlier 
documented. walter and i published several joint papers on 
topics of molecular evolution, particularly the theory of the 
molecular clock of evolution. at Uci, walter was chair of 
the department of ecology and evolutionary Biology from 
july 1990 to june 1995. 
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